Abstract: Recovery from forward masking was studied in six Nucleus-22 cochlear implant users, Results suggest that subjects who perform poorly with their implant recover faster than subjects who perform well with their implant. The recove~functions were well described by a sum of two decaying exponential with a short and long time constant respectively. The relative weights of the two exponential differed between subjects, and for a given subject, were modulated by stimulus parameters. Possible mechanisms underlying these phenomena are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
As a resuIt of the combined limitations imposed by speech processor technology and their own deafiess, the spectral detail available to cochlear implant (CI) listeners is relatively sparse. Although many CI listeners score more than 80°A correct in laboratory speech tests without lip reading, their capabilities are diminished in more demanding environments. In these situations, they may be forced to rely more heavily on time-domah analysis of signals than would normal hearing listeners. Recovery from forward masking is one measure of temporal processing by the auditory system. k this study, we examine recovery from forward masking in six CI listeners.
ME~ODS
Subjects were six adult postlingually deafened users of the multichannel Nucleus-22 cochlear implant. They had varying levels of performance with their implant. Sotiare generated stimuli were delivered to the subjects using a custom interface (1) . Both masker and probe were trains of biphasic pulses, 200 ps/phase, presented at 1000 pulses/s in BP+ I mode. Probe duration was 20 ms. The level and duration of the masker were systematically varied. Thresholds were measured using a 3-up, 1-down, two-interval, two-alternative forced choice procedure. RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION
The solid lines in Figure I show normalized (ratio of threshold shifi to maximum shift) forward masked threshold shifts as a f~ction of probe delay (masker offset to probe onset) in three subjects. The rate of recovery spans a wide range across subjects. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of the probe delay at which the threshold shifi reaches half its maximum value against the six subjects' scores on the Cm and NU6 word tests, The solid line shows the least squares fit to the data, and R is the correlation coefficient. It appears that poorer perfomers recover faster from prior stimulation. h general, the recovery functions cars be described by a sum of two decaying exponential with time constants~1 (<10 ms) and Z2 (40 -200 ins). The ratio of the weights of the two components is subject-and parameter-dependent. Satisfactory curve fits to the data (Fig. 1, dotted lines) were obtained using the equation
where A land AZare constants and t represents the probe delay in ms. The weights A i and A2 change as a finction of masker duration in a subject-dependent manner. Consistent with this result, we fmd strong inter-subject differences in the amount of temporal integration that occurs during the presentation of the masker, The results suggest that recovery from forward masking in electrical stimulation involves at least two mechanisms, the interaction between which is modulated by certain stimulus parameters, such as masker duration. Subjects differ in the relative weights of these two components (in subject N3, the rapidly decaying component is more dominant than in subject N9), poorer performers tending to recover faster than better performers (Fig. 2) . The two mechanisms could be a) both peripheral or b) one peripheral and one central in origin. For instance, it is known (2) that high and low spontaneous rate primary auditory neurons recover with short and long time constants respectively. Differences in the survival of high and low spontaneous rate spiral ganglion neurons may explain some of the observed intersubject differences, Another possibility is that the fast recovering mechanism is peripheral in origin whereas the slow robe delay h ms mechanism is central in origin. The two mechanisms differ in the amount of temporal integration associated with them. The nonmonotonicities observed in the data (e.g., data of subjects N3 and N4 in Fig. 1 ) can be accounted for by considering changes in neural adaptation during recovery from forward masking. The equation where A is a constant and f(D) is a monotonic function of masker duration, adequately describes the majority of trends observed in the data. The term within the second parenthesis represents the role of adaptation, which recovers (3,4) with a time constant~3.
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